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Abstract: A Post Office needs to improve its 

proficiency by conveying the lost letters and lost 

articles (which are sent in bundles) in a brief 

timeframe. Presently it takes around 3 months for a 

lost letter or a lost article to achieve the right goal. 

A machine peruses addresses on letters. The ones, 

which couldn't be perused by machine, are arranged 

by human mediation. Indeed, even after this, the 

location isn't discernible, it turns into a lost letter. 

Articles that drop out of the package end up lost 

articles. At the point when the sender/collector calls 

up or contacts the mail station for their letter/article, 

a manual note is made and after that this note is sent 

to the distribution center where lost articles and lost 

letters are kept. The compromise procedure of 

finding the lost letter/article is manual and now and 

again wrong letter/article(s) is sent. You need to 

build up a framework, which catches the above 

usefulness and lessen the turnaround time from 3 

months to 10 working days. This is an Internet 

application. Clients of the framework: Employees 

of the Post Office. There are different gatherings for 

the framework. For instance, bunches which have 

rights to enter ace information, bunches having 

rights refresh just articles or just letters, bunches 

having rights to enter/refresh/erase information for 

objections by clients, bunches having the rights to 

accommodate and so on.. Client will begin with the 

login page in which username and secret phrase are 

entered. This screen ought to likewise give a 

usefulness to change the secret word. To change the 

secret phrase, it ought to request the old secret 

word, new secret word and affirm new secret 

phrase. [Please Note: You can also include the 

usefulness of creating letters in the word design 

from the application. These letters will be sent to 

the client and these will portray about their 

grumbling status and roughly when will they get 

their lost thing. There can be kinds of letters like 

Complaint Status Type, Additional Information 

Required Type, Lost Article Type, and so on. The 

Complainants Address ought to be filled naturally 

in the letter from the database. A different module 

for printing will be required  

Keywords: Employees, Post Office, Asp.Net, 

Microsoft Visual Studio2010.  

I. Introduction: The Project entitled "Lost article 

and letter compromise framework for mail station" 

has been created utilizing asp.net as front end and 

sql server as backend. Mail station needs to 

improve its proficiency by conveying the lost letters 

and lost articles (which are sent in packages) in a 
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brief timeframe. Presently it takes around 3 months 

for a lost letter or a lost article to achieve the right 

goal. A machine peruses addresses on letters. The 

ones, which couldn't be perused by machine, are 

arranged by human mediation. Indeed, even after 

this, the location isn't discernible, it turns into a lost 

letter. Articles that drop out of the bundle wind up 

lost articles. At the point when the sender/recipient 

calls up or contacts the mail station for their 

letter/article, a manual note is made and afterward 

this note is sent to the stockroom where lost articles 

and lost letters are kept. The compromise procedure 

of finding the lost letter/article is manual and once 

in a while wrong letter/article(s) is sent. This 

framework will catches the above usefulness and 

diminish the turnaround time from 3 months to 10 

working days. A Post Office needs to improve its 

productivity by conveying the lost letters and lost 

articles (which are sent in packages) in a brief 

timeframe. As of now it takes around 3 months for 

a lost letter or a lost article to achieve the right goal. 

A machine peruses addresses on letters. The ones, 

which couldn't be perused by machine, are arranged 

by human intercession. Indeed, even after this, the 

location isn't lucid, it turns into a lost letter. Articles 

that drop out of the package wind up lost articles. 

At the point when the sender/beneficiary calls up or 

contacts the mail station for their letter/article, a 

manual note is made and afterward this note is sent 

to the stockroom where lost articles and lost letters 

are kept. The compromise procedure of finding the 

lost letter/article is manual and now and then wrong 

letter/article(s) is sent. You need to build up a 

framework, which catches the above usefulness and 

decrease the turnaround time from 3 months to 10 

working days. This is an Intranet application.  

II. Existing System:  

• This existing framework isn't giving secure 

enlistment and profile the board of the considerable 

number of clients appropriately.  

• This manual framework gives us extremely less 

security for sparing information and a few 

information might be lost because of fumble.  

• This is a manual framework ,so there is no online 

help to follow every one of the exercises in a brief 

timeframe for client comfort .  

• System doesn't keep up all the postal subtleties.  

• Present framework sets aside a ton of opportunity 

to follow client grievances about lost things.  

• It doesn't enable general clients to give any input.  

• This present framework likewise haven't any 

office to track and know status of their present post.  

• The framework is giving just less memory 

utilization for the clients.  

• The framework doesn't give any office to keep up 

any criticism alternative for clients.  

III. Proposed System: The improvement of this 

new framework contains the accompanying 

exercises, which attempt to computerize the whole 

procedure keeping in the perspective on database 

combination approach.  

• This framework keeps up client's close to home, 

address, and contact subtleties.  

• User kind disposition is furnished in the 

application with different controls given by 

framework rich UI.  

• This framework makes the general undertaking 

the board a lot less demanding and adaptable.  

• Various classes have been utilized for keep up the 

subtleties of the considerable number of clients and 

list.  
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• Authentication is accommodated this application 

just enlisted clients can get to.  

• Report age highlights is given utilizing to create 

diverse sort of reports.  

• It is an online intranet administration.  

• It keeps up all the postal data and following on the 

web.  

• It takes client grumblings on the web and track 

lost things in exceptionally brief timeframe to 

answer them on the web. Which empowers client to 

get data about their lost thing in less time and in a 

helpful way?  

• System gives clients to follow their post and know 

status on the web.  

• System likewise track the criticisms on the web.  

• This framework is giving more memory to the 

clients to look after information.  

• This framework is furnishing availability control 

to information regarding clients. 

IV. Modules Description:  

Authentication and Security Module : 

The client subtleties ought to be checked against the 

subtleties in the client tables and on the off chance 

that it is substantial client, they ought to be gone 

into the framework. Once entered, in light of the 

client type access to the diverse modules to be 

empowered/impaired and singular client can change 

their default secret word or old secret word.  

Admin Module:  This module comprises of the 

accompanying sub modules:  

Registration Module: Here administrator can 

enlist new representatives, and store their subtleties 

in database.  

 Users Management Module: Here administrator 

can get to any client related data. Client can be a 

master(warehouse) ,mailman or client  

Master(Warehouse) Module : In this Module ace 

of distribution center takes the client grumblings, 

track their lost things and answer them on the web.  

Postman module: In this module mailman keeps 

up the conveyance status of posts, and send reports 

to his senior as indicated by necessity.  

User Module: In This module a client can see 

conveyance status of his post ,and furthermore can 

send inquiries with respect to postpone in 

conveyance of his post. He can likewise give input.  

Postal Management Module: In this module every 

one of the insights about a post is kept up by 

various clients. Utilizing this module another post 

can be included, refreshed and erased ,likewise 

booking is finished.  

Query And Feedback Module: In this module a 

client can send an inquiry and particular client can 

answer it. Also, contingent upon answer client can 

give criticism.  

Reports Module: In this Module the User and 

Administrator can create the diverse sorts of 

Reports as indicated by their entrance. 

 

 

 

 

 

V. Result: 
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V1. Conclusion: Lost article and letter compromise 

framework for mail station enable client or open to 

follow and accommodate their lost letter and article 

effectively .the framework is sufficient where the 

database is kept up and cleared over a specific 

range of time .the usage of the framework in mail 

station lessens the paper works ,time and make the 

compromise procedure modernized. The principle 

focal points of this task are that the time and cost is 

extremely low and it is easy to understand.  
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